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1. Introduction
Count.me, is a software solution, which provides useful and accurate data 
about	your	store’s	traffic,	using	live	camera	sensors.

Using Count.me,	you	are	able	to	live	monitor	(in	real	time)	your	store’s	traf-
fic,	look	back	at	previous	time	periods’	counts,	compare	the	counts	of	differ-
ent	time	periods,	compare	the	marketing	effectiveness	of	a	campaign	etc.

Count.me is a powerful software tool that can help your company achieve its 
business goals.
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2. Main Pages
The main pages of Count.me are:

1. Dashboard:	Here	you	are	able	to	create	and	view	objects	like	Graphs,	
Widgets	and	Maps	which	help	you	to	monitor	the	in-store	traffic.

2. Monitor:	Here	you	are	able	to	check	the	stats	of	your	cameras.

3. Management:	Here	you	are	able	to	configure	important	settings	concern-
ing your Count.me account.
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2.1 Dashboard
In the Dashboard page, you have the ability to add 
multiple Graphs, Widgets and Maps, so to monitor 
the	traffic	in	your	stores.
Dashboard - Available Actions:

Create a new Dashboard
This action, allows you to create multiple Dashboards, in order to better organize 
your graphs, maps, widgets etc, according to each user needs, and easily switch 
between them.

Edit a Dashboard
This action, allows you to edit a Dashboard. Into the Edit mode, you are able to: 
1) Create a new element Graph, Map, Widget, Heatmap and Weather object.
2)	Edit/Delete/Maximize	an	element,	by	clicking	on	the	gear	button	on	the	element’s	
top left corner.

Delete a Dashboard

Clone a Dashboard
This action, creates an independent clone of the preferred Dashboard. This is use-
ful, in the case that you want to have a similar Dashboard with minor changes.

This action will completely remove the selected dashboard, including all its components.

Share a Dashboard
This action, allows you to share a Dashboard with another user of your Count.me 
account.
This	Dashboard,	will	appear	in	the	“Shared	Dashboards”	field	of	the	other	account,	
and it cannot be edited from them. Any change you apply to a Shared Dashboard, 
will appear to the account/s you are sharing it with, as well.
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2.1 Dashboard
In the Dashboard page, you have the ability to add 
multiple Graphs, Widgets and Maps, so to monitor 
the	traffic	in	your	stores.
Dashboard - Available Actions:

Refresh the Dashboard
This action updates all the data of the dashboard and re renders its elements.

Export a Dashboard
This action, allows you to download an Excel and a PDF report of the selected 
Graphs of your Dashboard.

Automated Report
This action, allows you to create e-mail reports for the selected dashboard, which 
you	can	be	sent	to	the	preferred	e-mail	addresses	on	a	configurable	basis.
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2.2 Monitor
The Monitor page is where you can 
view useful information about your 
cameras.

What you can monitor about the 
cameras: 4. Networking information

The MAC addresses.
The IP addresses.

3. Communication information
The Timestamp:
The Timestamp refers to time of the Last Communication 
of the cameras.
The Last Communication:
The cameras communicate with the server every 10 
minutes.

2. Device information
The Camera Name.
The Store where the camera is 
attached.

1.The State 
Online	-	Offline.
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2.3 Management
In this page, you are allowed to manage your Count.me 
account	and	edit	all	the	configurable	Count.me	settings.
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2.3.1 Users
You have the option to create multiple users for your 
Count.me account, so each of them can have a per-
sonalized Dashboard. 

In	addition,	you	are	able	to	configure	their	permis-
sions concerning the use of the application, in order 
to	control	each	user’s	individual	rights.	(To	create	a	
new	user	role,	you	can	check	on	2.3.2).

To edit an existing user of your account, you have to 
click	on	the	Edit	button,	next	to	the	preferred	user.

To	create	a	new	account,	you	have	to	click	on	the	+	New	
button	and	fill	the	appropriate	form.	

To	complete	this	process,	click	on	the	CREATE	button.
You are also allowed to edit the user permissions, by 
clicking	on	the	Permissions	key	button.
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2.3.2 Roles
Here, you are able to create different user roles for your 
account. When creating a new role, you are allowed to 
determine their permissions on the use of the application.

Such permissions are: 
Create: If enabled, the user will have the permission to 
use	the	create	feature	on	the	checked	pages.
Read: If enabled, the user will have the permission to view 
the	checked	pages.
Update: If enabled, the user will have the permission to 
apply	changes	on	the	checked	pages.
Delete: If enabled, the user will be able to use the delete 
feature	on	the	checked	pages.

To	edit	an	existing	role,	click	on	the	Edit	button	next	to	the	
preferred role.
			To	create	a	new	role,	click	on	the	+	New	button.
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2.3.3 Stores
Here,	you	are	able	to	edit	your	existing	stores’	information,	
as well as to create new stores in order to monitor their 
customer	traffic.

To	create	a	new	store,	you	will	need	to	click	on	the	+	New	
button, and use a valid Count.me subscription.

By	clicking	on	a	store,	you	are	allowed	to	view	its	config-
ured areas (see 2.3.5).
By	clicking	on	the	View	Cameras	button,	you	will	be	redi-
rected	to	the	store’s	cameras	information	list	(see	2.3.6).

To	edit	the	information	of	your	stores,	click	on	the  
Edit	button	on	the	left	of	the	stores’	code
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2.3.4 Store Groups
In this page, you can create groups of stores, in order to 
create elements for them faster.

When creating a new element, you have the option to se-
lect by Group. 
This	action,	will	automatically	check	the	stores	of	the	
Group, something that is really helpful in the case of a big 
number of stores.

To create a new Group of stores, you have to access the 
Monitor page and: 

1.	Click	on	the	Add	Group	button
2.	Name	the	group	and	click	save
3. Select the stores you want to add to the group
4. Drag and drop the stores to the highlighted area on  
the right.
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2.3.4 Store Groups
To create a new Group of stores, you have to access the 
Monitor page and: 

1.	Click	on	the	Add	Group	button
2.	Name	the	group	and	click	save
3. Select the stores you want to add to the group
4. Drag and drop the stores to the highlighted area on  
the right.
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2.3.4 Store Groups
In this page, you can create groups of stores, in order to 
create elements for them faster.

When creating a new element, you have the option to se-
lect by Group. 
This	action,	will	automatically	check	the	stores	of	the	
Group, something that is really helpful in the case of a big 
number of stores.

3. Select the stores you want to add to the group
4. Drag and drop the stores to the highlighted area on the 
right
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2.3.5 Areas
Using	the	area	tab,	you	are	allowed	to	create	and	edit	your	store’s	monitoring	areas.	In	particular,	“area”	is	called	every	traffic	
counting section inside the store. It can be the section where a single camera is monitoring, but it can be also the monitoring 
sections of multiple cameras. For example, if inside your store there are 2 entrances and a camera is placed on each en-
trance, the single monitoring sections (areas) are the Entrance1 and Entrance2.  
However,	to	be	able	to	monitor	the	total	visits	of	your	store,	you	need	to	create	one	more	area	(Visits),	which	will	include	the	
counts	of	the	cameras	on	both	store’s	entrances.	So,	in	the	case	that	you	want	to	create	a	graph	for	the	today’s	store-traffic,	
you	will	have	to	select	the	Visits	area	(which	will	take	into	account	the	counts	of	Entrance1	and	Entrance2).
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2.3.6 Cameras
Here, you are allowed to add new cameras to your store, 
by	filling	the	appropriate	form	with	the	camera’s	informa-
tion (MAC address, IP Address etc.).
After adding a new camera, you will have to add the ap-
propriate line/zone to it.

Line: A continuous line (it is not necessary to be straight) 
which provides the features of In/Out counts.

Zone: An encircling area, which provides the features of 
dwell metrics (e.g. average visit duration, max number of 
people inside etc.),

To	apply	the	above	settings	on	the	camera’s	configura-
tion, you will have to contact the Product.me support team 
(support@product-me.eu)
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2.3.7 Transactions
Using the “Transactions” tab, you are able to upload an 
excel	file	with	your	customers’	purchases.	Each	row,	will	
include the information of a unique purchase, and in the 
case that your transaction system does not automatically 
generate	such	a	file,	we	are	able	to	develop	an	API	to	get	
this information automatically from your system.

Count.me, uses this information to help you monitor the 
percentage of the customers who made a purchase on the 
total number of your store visitors, through the Conversion 
rate widget (see 3.3)
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2.3.8 Automated Reports
You are able to create automated reports for the preferred 
dashboards of your account, so the chosen e-mail ad-
dresses will get a report on the selected schedule (daily, 
weekly,	monthly,	yearly).	Next,	you	will	have	to	select	the	
exact time of this period that you wish to receive the re-
port.

To select a Count.me account as a report recipient, you 
will	have	to	click	on	them	(you	are	able	to	select	multiple	
users). In the case that you want to add a non-Count.me 
email to the report recipients, you will have to type it under 
the	“Report	Recipients”	section	and	click	the	+	button	on	
the right.
After selecting the preferred e-mail addresses, you will 
have	to	click	the	Save	button	on	the	top	right	to	apply	the	
changes	to	the	configured	report,	which	will	be	shown	on	
the left under the “Automated Reports” section.

You	are	able	to	edit	and	delete	a	created	automated	report	by	clicking	on	it	and	selecting	the	preferred	action.

To	create	an	automated	report	for	your	dashboard,	go	to	your	dashboard	page	and	click	on	the	Automated	re-
port	button	to	access	the	report	configuration	page.
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2.3.8 Automated Reports
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3.  How to
Here	you	can	find	useful	information	about	the	way	to	execute	some	basic	tasks.
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3.1 Create a Graph
To create a new graph, you need to enter the Edit 
mode	by	clicking	on	the	Edit	button	in	the	Dash-
board	page	and	click	on	the	“New	Graph”	button		

Then,	follow	the	steps	1-4	to	finish	the	creation	
process:

1. Give a name to the Graph

2. Select Area and Stores 
Select the Stores and then the areas of them, which you want to 
add to your Graph. You are able to add multiple areas of different 
stores in a Graph.

3. Select lines
Except from the Distinct line for your graph type, which is 
checked	by	default,	you	are	able	to	include:
Aggregate Functions:  
-	Sum	line:	Represents	the	counts’	sum	for	the	areas	you	have	
selected.
-	Average	line:	Represents	the	counts’	average	for	the	areas	
you have selected.
Average line:	Represents	the	counts’	average	for	the	areas	
you have selected.

Metrics: (This	feature	requires	the	configuration	of	zone	areas)
-	Sum	line:	Represents	the	counts’	sum	for	the	areas	you	have	
selected.
-	Average	line:	Represents	the	counts’	average	for	the	areas	
you have selected.
- In / Out Count: Shows the Ins and Outs for the selected areas
- MaxFillLevel: Shows the maximum number of people who 
stayed inside the zone.
- MeanDwell: Shows the average duration of the zone visits.
- MaxDwell: Shows the duration of the longest zone visit.
- SumDwell: Shows the sum of all the visits inside the zone.
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3.1 Create a Graph 4. Select time period
The	final	step,	is	to	select	the	time	period	for	your	Graph.	The	default	
options for the time period are:
Day, Week, Month, Quarter, Semester, Year.

For	these	options,	there	are	2	default	cases,	which	change	the	graph’s	time	peri-
od dynamically.:
Day (Today - Yesterday)
Week,	Month,	Quarter,	Semester,	Year	(This	-	Last)

In particular, in the case that the selected Time period is Day, and you select 
Today from the default cases, the created graph will dynamically show the counts 
of the current day.
On the other hand, if Yesterday is selected, the graph will always - dynamically 
show the counts of the previous day.

In	the	case	that	you	want	to	create	a	graph	of	a	specific	day,	you	have	to	click	on	
the Previous button, and select the preferred in the calendar.
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3.1 Create a Graph
To create a new graph, you need to enter the Edit 
mode	by	clicking	on	the	Edit	button	in	the	Dash-
board	page	and	click	on	the	“New	Graph”	button.		

Then,	follow	the	steps	1-5	to	finish	the	creation	
process:

The Custom period form, which allows you to create a graph for a cus-
tom time period.

The Compare option, allows you to create a graph for one or more areas in 2 
different time periods.

This	is	really	helpful	in	the	case	that	you	want	to	compare	the	traffic	in	1	or	more	
areas,	between	2	days,	weeks,	moths	etc.

Finally,	click	on	the	Apply	button		to	complete	the	Graph	creation	process.

To	Cancel	the	Graph	creation	process,	click	on	the	Delete	button.
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3.1.1 Compare
You have the option to compare the counts of 2 
different time periods for one or more store areas 
in the same Graph, using the Compare feature.

To do so, you have to create a new Graph for the 
preferred	store	area/s,	and	click	on	the	Compare	
button (5th step) to add the second time period.

Example:	Compare	the	counts	of	this	and	last	week	for	the	Entrance	
area of NY Store:
After selecting area and store (Step 2) and lines (Step 3), the base 
time	period	(this	week)	and	clicking	on	the	Compare	button,	you	will	
select	the	time	period	you	want	to	compare	to	(last	week).

Then,	by	clicking	on	the	Apply	button	,	you	will	be	able	to	add	this	
graph to your Dashboard.
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3.2 Create a Map
You can create a Map on your Dashboard, where 
you are able to see the max/min number of in/out 
counts of your stores.

To create a new Map, you need to enter the Edit 
mode	by	clicking	on	the	button	in	the	Dashboard	
page	and	click	on	the	“New	Map”	button.

1. Select an area of one or more stores to add to the Map.

2. Select the preferred time period.
To see more information about the Time period options, go to “Create/ Edit a 
Graph - Step 4”

3.	Finally,	click	on	the	Apply	button		to	complete	the	Map	creation	process.
To	create	a	graph,	it	is	necessary	to	include	its	position’s	latitude	and	lon-
gitude	in	the	store’s	information.	To	do	it,	you	need	to	access	the	Manage-
ment	page,	go	to	Stores	and	edit	the	preferred	store’s	information.	There,	
you	will	need	to	fill	the	Latitude	and	Longitude	fields	with	the	appropriate	
values.
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3.3 Create a Widget
The Widget is an easy way to monitor the “In” 
counts for an area of one or more stores.
To create a new Widget, you need to enter the 
Edit	mode	by	clicking	on	the			button	in	the	Dash-
board	page	and	click	on	the	“New	Widget”	button.		

Then,	follow	the	steps	1-4	to	finish	the	creation	
process:

1. Select widget type
Traffic: This type will count the store visits for the selected time period.
Live Data: This type will count the store visits in real time, so you will be 
able	to	know	the	exact	number	of	people	who	are	inside	the	store	at	any	
time. The live count data widget is refreshing every 5 minutes.
Customer Dwell Time: This type will show the dwell metric information for 
the selected time period together with a hoverable line graph.
Conversion rate: This type will show the percentage of the customers who 
made a purchase on the total number of your store visitors. You can add 
new transaction entries on your graph, by accessing the widget editor and 
clicking	on	the	Upload	button.
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3.3 Create a Widget
The Widget is an easy way to monitor the “In” 
counts for an area of one or more stores.
To create a new Widget, you need to enter the 
Edit	mode	by	clicking	on	the			button	in	the	Dash-
board	page	and	click	on	the	“New	Widget”	button.		

Then,	follow	the	steps	1-4	to	finish	the	creation	
process:

2. Select area and store/s

3. Select the preferred time period 
To see more information about the Time period options, go to “Create/ Edit a 
Graph - Step 4

4.Finally,	click	on	the	Apply button  to complete the Widget creation pro-
cess.
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3.4 Create a Heatmap
The Heatmap feature, uses color in two dimensions to 
visualize	the	traffic	data	of	your	stores.	When	the	color	
gets	deeper,	the	traffic	is	increased.

To create a new Heatmap, you need to enter the Edit 
mode	by	clicking	on	the	button	in	the	Dashboard	page	
and	click	on	the	“New	Heatmap”	button.
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3.4 Create a Heatmap
1.Give a name to the Heatmap

2. Select areas and stores
Select the Stores and then the areas of them, which you want to 
add to your Graph.
You are able to add multiple areas of different stores in a Graph.

3. Select lines
You	are	able	to	select	between	Line,	Bar,	Heatmap,	Stacked	Bar	
(in the case that more than one areas were selected).

4. Select time period
The	final	step,	is	to	select	the	time	period	for	your	Graph.	The	
default options for the time period are:
Day,	Week,	Month,	Quarter,	Semester,	Year.
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Then,	follow	the	steps	1-5	to	finish	the	creation	process:	

1. Give a name to the Graph

3. Select areas and stores
Select the Stores and then the areas of them, which you 
want to add to your Graph
You are able to add multiple areas of different stores in a 
Graph

3. Select the preferred weather metrics 
Which you want to be shown on the graph. You are able to 
select between Temperature, Condition and Humidity 
options.

3.5 Create a Weather 
graph
You can create a Weather graph on your Dashboard, 
where you are able to combine the store visits with 
weather metrics (Temperature, Condition, Humidity) 
and	check	the	visitation	in	accordance	with	the	weather	
condition. 
To create a new Weather graph, you need to enter the 
Edit	mode	by	clicking	on	the	Edit	button	in	the	Dash-
board page.
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3. Select Metrics
You are able to add dwell and conversion rate metrics, in 
the case that they are available for the selected areas.

4. Select time period
The	final	step,	is	to	select	the	time	period	for	your	Graph.	
The default options for the time period are:
Day,	Week,	Month,	Quarter,	Semester,	Year.

For these options, there are 2 default cases, which change 
the	graph’s	time	period	dynamically.:
Day (Today - Yesterday)
Week,	Month,	Quarter,	Semester,	Year	(This	-	Last)

3.5 Create a Weather 
graph
You can create a Weather graph on your Dashboard, 
where you are able to combine the store visits with 
weather metrics (Temperature, Condition, Humidity) 
and	check	the	visitation	in	accordance	with	the	weather	
condition. 
To create a new Weather graph, you need to enter the 
Edit	mode	by	clicking	on	the	Edit	button	in	the	Dash-
board page.
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3.6 Edit/Delete an 
Object
To Delete a Graph/Map/Widget from your  
Dashboard, you need to:

1.	Enter	the	Edit	mode	by	clicking	on	the	button	in	the	
Dashboard page

2.	Click	on	the	gear	button	on	the	element’s	top	left	corner	to	
make	the	ribbon	menu	appears	

To Edit a Graph/Map/Widget, you need to: 

1.	Click	on	the	gear	button	on	the	top	left	corner	of	it,	to	make	the	ribbon	menu	
appear.  
2.	Click	on	the	Edit	button	to	launch	the	Element’s	Editor	and	apply	changes	to	
your it.
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3.7 Download a 
Graph's Data Report
To download a report for one or more Graphs of 
your	Dashboard,	you	have	to	click	on	the	Export	
button in the Dashboard tab.

Select	the	preferred	Graphs	and	click	on	the	Export	button.
Then,	the	downloading	of	2	files	will	be	automatically	forced.

•	Excel	file:	It	includes	the	“In”	and	“Out”	counts	for	the	Graph’s	areas.	
The	time	depends	on	the	Graph’s	selected	time	period.
The Format of the time column (except from the daily visits) is “Date”.

•	PDF	file:	It	includes	the:
- An image of the selected Graph
-	“In”	counts	of	the	Graph’s	areas.	(The	time	depends	on	the	Graph’s	
selected time period)
- Useful information about the selected time period (“In” counts Aver-
age,	Sum,	Peak	and	Lowest	point)
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4.  Tips
Useful	information	about	the	way	to	execute	some	basic	tasks.
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Useful tips

•	To	change	your	password,	click	on	your	username	
(top	right	corner),	select	My	Profile	and	choose	
Change Password.

•	Change	the	Count.me	theme	between	dark	and	
light	mode	by	clocking	on	your	username	(top	right)	
and using the theme switch. •	By	hovering	on	the	objects	of	the	Graph’s	legend	(store-ar-

ea)	you	can	highlight	the	graphic	line	of	this	specific	
store-area.
This feature is really helpful in the case of multiple graphic 
lines.

• By hovering on the lines of a graph, you are able to view 
the number of the counts.
In particular, when hovering on the line of a:

o Day-Graph, you can view the counts per hour.

o	Week-Graph,	you	can	view	the	counts	per	day.

o Month-Graph, you can view the counts per day.

o	Quarter-Graph,	you	can	view	the	counts	per	month.

You	can	get	deeper	into	the	data	of	a	graph	by	double-click-
ing on a point of it. The deeper point you can access is the 
hourly counts of a day.
Then,	you	can	return	to	the	primary	graph,	by	clicking	on	the	
corresponding period on the top of the graph.

• You can maximize a Graph/Map in the Dashboard 
page,	by	hovering	on	its	top	left	corner	to	make	the	
ribbon	menu	appear	and	then	clicking	on	the	maxi-
mize button.

Then,	you	can	turn	the	element	back	to	the	primary	
size	by	clicking	on	the	minimize	button.	
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Useful tips

•	You	can	change	the	layout	of	Dashboard,	by	click-
ing on the Edit button   and moving the preferred 
element by “drag and drop”.

•	By	hovering	on	the	objects	of	the	Graph’s	legend	(store-ar-
ea)	you	can	highlight	the	graphic	line	of	this	specific	
store-area.
This feature is really helpful in the case of multiple graphic 
lines.

• You are allowed to change the type of a created graph by 
pressing	the	appropriate	button	on	the	graph’s	top	section.	
In the case of a single line graph, you can change between 
line and bar. In the case of multiple lines graph (more stores 
or	areas),	you	can	also	select	the	Stacked	Bar	option.

•	You	can	download	a	graph’s	report,	by	pressing	the	down-
load	button	on	the	graph’s	top	section.

• You can create group of stores (inside the “Store 
Groups” tab) and easily create elements for the se-
lected stores.

• The “Map” object helps you to monitor the “In” and 
“Out”	counts	for	the	defined	time	period	of	the	select-
ed	stores’	area,	by	clicking	on	the	equivalent	button.	
In the same way, you can monitor the “Min” and 
“Max”	count	for	the	defined	time	period	of	the	select-
ed	stores’	area,	by	clicking	on	the	equivalent	button.	

•The	displayed	Rate	of	Change	on	the	Traffic	Widget,	
compares	the	widget’s	defined	time	period	with	the	
same-previous one.
e.g.	In	the	case	of	a	“Today”	Traffic	Widget,	the	Rate	
of Change compares the “Today”-”Yesterday” store 
traffic.
	In	the	case	of	a	“This	Week”	Traffic	Widget,	the	Rate	
of	Change	compares	the	“This	Week”-”Last	Week”	
store	traffic.


